MediaFutures is a new research and innovation centre in Bergen, Norway. The centre is a consortium of the most important media players in Norway and beyond. The University of Bergen is the host of the centre and industry partners include NRK and TV 2, the two main TV broadcasters in Norway, Schibsted, including Bergens Tidende (BT), and Amedia, the two largest news media houses in Scandinavia/Norway, as well as the world-renowned Norwegian media tech companies Vizrt, Vimond, Highsoft, Fonn and the global tech and media player IBM. The centre includes also renowned national research institutions such as the University of Oslo, the University of Stavanger and NORCE, and will work together with high-profile international research institutions. The centre’s main objective is to develop the next generation of Artificial Intelligence for the media sector, or as we call it “responsible AI”.

Why Responsible AI? Well, AI has shown to be of great value in many different application domains; however, it has also raised significant ethical issues, including, for example, the creation of echo chambers in online media systems, or has caused political polarisation as shown lately by many examples. To address these challenges, we created a novel world-class research centre named MediaFutures. The centre will further develop advanced new media technology for responsible and effective media user engagement, media content production, media content interaction and accessibility, as well as research on novel methods and metrics for precise audience understanding. The centre will deliver research outputs, e.g., in the form of patents, prototypes, papers and software, and will perform significant research training in media technology and innovation, to ensure that the outputs of the centre will sustain and impact the media landscape in the long run, including the creation of start-up companies with an innovation-oriented mindset. The centre is funded by the research council of Norway for the next 8 years and has a total volume of around 264 million Kroners or around 26 million Euros.
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MediaFutures research and innovation activities are organised in five work packages (WP)

**WP1: Understanding Media Experiences**

WP1 Understanding media experiences provides fundamental knowledge on media use, analyzing how users will interact with media of the future. We apply and develop innovative quantitative and qualitative methods. Our research will monitor users across media, capture hidden aspects of media use not found in digital traces, and explore media in the life world of young people.

**WP2: User Modeling, Personalisation & Engagement**

In a world of information overload, the discovery of relevant media content becomes increasingly challenging for consumers. Personalised, machine-generated content recommendations have been shown to be one possible solution to these problems. However, today’s automated recommendations can easily lead to undesired phenomena like filter bubbles or the one-sided dissemination of information. In this WP, we develop novel “responsible” techniques that ensure that the provided content recommendations are diverse, transparent, and fair.

**WP3: Media Content Production & Analysis**

How can we discover manipulation of videos and images and fake news in text? What is a news story really about? Can machines produce the news stories? With the help of natural language processing, knowledge graphs, and machine learning, we analyse multimodal media content with respect to quality and validity. We extract data, information, and knowledge from media content, and we develop computational support for creative content production.

**WP4: Media Content Interaction & Accessibility**

In this WP we look at hyper-personalisation – how the content or the presentation of content can be adapted to the viewer’s wishes or needs. This WP will allow for multi-device setups, for example, using personal devices to perform personal adaption even in social settings. New ways to interact adapted to the viewer’s wishes or needs. This WP will allow for multi-device setups, for example, using personal devices to perform personal adaption even in social settings. New ways to interact.

**WP5: Norwegian Language Technologies**

WP5 adopts theoretical approaches and methodologies primarily based on linguistic data science, including neural learning. Based on language data in the media from our user partners and the data and tools of our research partners, large corpora will be annotated. The labelled examples in these corpora will be used for training and evaluating supervised models that demonstrate advanced approaches in areas such as robust deep language analysis, adaptive language generation, event identification and extraction, and opinion analysis. The partners will cooperate in exploring the use of such models for innovative purposes.

**Vision**

To establish a world-class research centre for responsible media technology and innovation that seeks to solve profound global, industrial, and democratic challenges in the media-tech industry.

**Primary Objective**

The main goal of MediaFutures is to generate substantial innovation and value creation for the Norwegian news media and media-tech industry and to empower them to solve profound global, industrial, and democratic challenges through long-term research into responsible media technologies.

The following are verifiable secondary objectives that will lead to the achievement of the primary objective:

Create an accessible physical and highly innovative research centre in the heart of Norway’s premier media cluster, Media City Bergen, for collaboration at a global level (all WPs).

Turn coherent research on societal changes (WP1, WP4), user behaviour (WP1, WP2, WP4), and language technology (WP5) into new products, services, and businesses (all WPs) not only addressing markets in Norway, but also globally.

Maintain regular active dissemination of research results to the public. The ability to easily and broadly share research findings is an important factor in ensuring the relevance of research in its broader context.

**Research approach**

MediaFutures addresses the development of responsible media technology for the media sector, in particular leveraging AI technology, by bringing together the complementary knowledge of the strongest research groups and media tech companies in Norway for the first time. The commitment and involvement from each of MediaFutures’ partners is important for ensuring that its activities and research results are relevant for both its user partners and the scientific community at large.

The complimentary yet diverse research lines, e.g., from AI and Machine Learning to Human Computer Interaction (HCI), have been designed to address the pressing needs of a changing media landscape and to supply the industry with the knowledge it needs to create new products and services for whatever comes next.

AI technology has been shown to be of great value in many different application domains; however, it has also raised significant ethical issues, including, for example, the creation of echo chambers in online media systems, political polarisation, and controversial or questionable election outcomes.

**Innovations and value creation**

MediaFutures will during its 8 years of project life develop advanced new media technology for responsible and effective media user engagement, media content production, media content interaction, and media accessibility, and it will conduct research on novel methods and metrics for precise audience understanding. Both the research and industry partners participate in the research and innovation activities on topics of relevance for their organisations as well as for the centre.

The knowledge created in MediaFutures will be used by its user partners to build new products and services. This will happen both within the existing companies and within spin-offs resulting from the centre’s activities. The different internal strategies, plans, and needs of the user partners have been elected over the course of the development of the centre proposal.

**Research training and recruitment**

MediaFutures will produce at least 12 PhDs and will train 9 postdoctoral fellows. The first call for PhD students and postdocs included 9 positions announced via open international calls, and we plan to recruit these research fellows in 2021. The recruited fellows’ projects will be formulated in collaboration with the user partners in order to respond to industry-specific challenges and needs. Master’s student projects will also be involved based on user partners’ needs. The students will gain research experience as well as valuable industry insights.

**PhD training and recruitment**

MediaFutures will produce at least 12 PhDs and will train 9 postdoctoral fellows. The first call for PhD students and postdocs included 9 positions announced via open international calls, and we plan to recruit these research fellows in 2021. The recruited fellows’ projects will be formulated in collaboration with the user partners in order to respond to industry-specific challenges and needs. Master’s student projects will also be involved based on user partners’ needs. The students will gain research experience as well as valuable industry insights.

MediaFutures will seek to collaborate with relevant research schools and will encourage affiliated researchers to attend summer and winter schools in order to obtain and expand upon their knowledge and specific skills within relevant research areas, as well as soft skills training (communication, teamwork, work ethics, etc.).
MediaFutures is organised through governance bodies involving all partners as well as leading experts in the field of media and technology.

The day-to-day running of MediaFutures is carried out by the Centre Management supported by a Steering Board, an Executive Board, an Advisory Committee, and an Ethics Committee. Each research WP is run by one scientific leader and one industry co-leader. The WP leaders and the Centre Management meet every other week in the Technical Committee. The WPs are in addition supported by the WP Advisory Group who meet regularly with the WP leaders and the Centre Director to provide feedback and input on the work-in-progress on the WP level.

Collaborators

MediaFutures combines the expertise of nationally and internationally renowned media-tech researchers with the expertise of both the strongest domestic media and media-tech entities (such as NRK, TV 2) as well as Norwegian media-tech multinationals with high global market penetration (such as Vizrt and Highsoft).

We have also established international collaborations through several governance bodies involving leading experts in the fields of media, information technology, ethics, etc. Our collaborators and advisors include internationally renowned experts from The European Broadcasting Union (EBU), Switzerland; The New School’s Parsons School of Design, US; Northwestern University, US; Royal Holloway University of London, GB; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, US; Cornell University, US; University of Oxford, GB; The Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, NL; The University of Klagenfurt, AT; The Open University, GB; and Stockholm University, SE.
Basic Facts

- 8 years duration
- 5 research and innovation WP’s
- 12 PhD students
- 9 Postdocs
- ~100 people involved (scientists, technical staff, executive level, and supporting staff)

Funding

- 263.5 million NOK total budget
- 96 million NOK funding from Research Council of Norway
- 98.5 million NOK industry funding
- 69 million NOK research partners’ in-kind contribution

Partners

- 4 research partners
- 10 industry partners

- UiB
- UiO
- UiS
- NORCE
- Schibsted
- NRK
- TV 2
- BT
- Amedia
- Vizrt
- Highsoft
- Vimond
- Fonn Group
- IBM

International collaborators

The objective of the SFI scheme is to facilitate active, long-term cooperation between innovation-oriented, R&D-performing companies and prominent research groups. Promote the development of outstanding industry-oriented research clusters that are an integral part of dynamic international networks and that enhance the internationalisation of the Norwegian business sector. Encourage and enhance researcher training and the transfer of knowledge and technology in areas with major potential for future value creation.

About the Norwegian Scheme for Research-based Innovation (SFI):

The SFI scheme is a national scheme under the auspices of the Research Council. The Research Council provides the basic funding for the centres that are given SFI status under the scheme for a period of up to 8 years.
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WP1
Understanding Media Experiences

Involved partners
University of Bergen, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, BT, NRK, Schibsted

WP objectives
To provide fundamental knowledge on how users will interact with the media of the future by monitoring and understanding users across media through advanced quantitative and qualitative approaches.

WP background
With the datafication of everyday life, increasingly powerful platforms, and intensified competition for attention, media users face a media environment that is increasingly perceived as intrusive and exploitative of their data traces. This situation causes ambivalence and resignation as well as immersive and joyful media experiences. Understanding these experiences is crucial to democracy as media use continues to be central for public connection and citizens’ information about and engagement in society. In addition to making sense of media usage through metrics such as clicks, time spent, shares, or comments, critical attention to problematic representations of datafication should be bridged with broader and deeper understandings of media as experience.

New Knowledge
The collaboration between the Bergen Media Use Research Group at UiB and user partners in the centre will generate new knowledge from a dual strategy that will (i) monitor users across media with state-of-the-art tracking devices – with critical attention paid to the limitations of such methods – combined with surveys and survey experiments, and (ii) will seek to understand future media experiences through qualitative in-depth explorations of emerging and transformative media use. The WP will provide a knowledge foundation for other WPs in the centre to build on and will bring novel research insights on audience analysis to industry partners.
**WP2**

**User Modeling, Personalisation & Engagement**

**Involved partners**
University of Bergen, University of Stavanger, University of Klagenfurt, Amedia, BT, IBM, Schibsted, NRK and TV 2.

**Objectives**
To develop user modeling and personalisation techniques capable of effectively eliciting user preferences in order to enhance the user experience when interacting with media content while taking into account important competing factors (e.g., business values, societal values, and individual values).

**Background**
The use of recommendations enables media applications to support users in discovering additional media content (e.g., news articles, videos) and to keep consumers engaged. The main challenge in this context is that the recommendation approach has little potential for the discovery of new types of content for the consumer, and they might cause popular media content to become even more popular. Such problems can ultimately lead to filter bubbles, echo chambers, or group-think conditions.

**New Knowledge**
This WP addresses undesired phenomena such as degenerative feedback loops likely originating from current personalisation and recommendation techniques. This will be done by computing responsible (predictive) models for fair recommendations that will enhance user engagement through novel mechanisms by (i) providing explanations of recommendations to users (transparency), (ii) expanding recommendations to cover a rich spectrum of media content (diversity), and (iii) ensuring that niche or minority content is suggested to users (fairness). Another outcome will be novel recommendation algorithms taking into account multiple competing objectives (e.g., relevance vs. information balance).
WP3
Media Content Production & Analysis

Involved partners
University of Bergen, University of Stavanger, Open University, BT, Fonn, IBM, Schibsted, TV 2, Vimond

Objectives
We aim to develop solutions that produce verified and relevant content while employing engaging narratives. We will collaborate closely with media production companies to integrate and test the methods and tools we develop in realistic production settings, thus increasing industry relevance. Our ultimate objective is to analyse user-generated and other media content with respect to quality and validity, to extract data, information, and knowledge from media content, and provide this to algorithms that support (semi-)automated multi-modal content production.

Background
WP3 will produce novel tools for computational journalism to produce quality content in terms of both trustworthiness and engagement and will produce fact-checking software. Central research questions are: How can we computationally produce unbiased, high-quality, multi-modal content? How can we analyse user-generated content in order to generate more valuable insights?

New Knowledge
Computational support for fake news detection – encompassing multimedia forensics techniques and fact checking – will be integrated within an adaptive platform supporting new content generation. The latter will be supported not simply through domain-specific search engines, and we will also employ sophisticated AI techniques for narrative generation. Here, the key element will be the use of news angles as a mechanism to support the creation of genuinely original content.
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WP4
Media Content Interaction & Accessibility

Involved partners
University of Bergen, NORCE Norwegian Research Centre, Stockholm University, Highsoft, NRK, Schibsted, TV 2, Vizrt

Objectives
The work package will develop methods and technologies for interaction between media content and users, both humans and computerised, and for providing personalised, adapted media experiences to all users regardless of their technical aptitude or personal needs.

Background
Tomorrow’s media experiences will combine sensor technology (instrumentation), AI, and personal devices (interactivity) to increase engagement and collaboration. Enablers such as haptics, AR/VR, conversational AI, tangible interfaces, wearable sensors, and eyes-free interactions have made clear progress. Hence, media experiences will become more individualised and will target the preferences and circumstances of each user (adaptation) by making use of a variety of device categories offering alternative capabilities.

Research into adaptation includes responsive user interfaces, adaptive streaming, content adaptation, and multi-device adaptation. Adaptation is also needed for collaborative and social use. Finally, media experiences must be inclusive and available for all (accessibility).

New Knowledge
The WP will focus on making media experiences more accessible to all users by exploiting personal devices to perform personalised adaptations. Adaptations can be based on physical requirements like visual or auditory impairments, age-related adaptations like age-appropriate visualisations, the technical knowledge levels of the users, the availability of sensors or specialised hardware, etc. The personal devices will also be used in social settings, e.g., using a phone to make personal adaptations even if multiple people are watching something on a shared TV.
WP5
Norwegian Language Technologies

Involved partners
University of Bergen, University of Oslo, Amedia, IBM, Schibsted, TV 2

Objectives
To develop language technologies for the Norwegian language. Datasets and advanced models for Norwegian (Bokmål/Nynorsk) that support the automated understanding as well as the automated production of media texts in this language will be developed and made available using state-of-the-art approaches in machine learning and AI.

Background
WP5 adopts theoretical approaches and methodologies primarily based on linguistic data science, including neural learning. Based on language data in the media from our user partners and the data and tools of our research partners, large corpora will be annotated. The labelled examples in these corpora will be used for training and evaluating supervised models that demonstrate advanced approaches in areas such as robust deep language analysis, adaptive language generation, event identification and extraction, and opinion analysis. The partners will cooperate to explore the use of such models for innovative purposes.

New Knowledge
The WP will focus on a range of linguistic tasks in the media domain and will apply novel machine learning algorithms to advance language technologies for the Norwegian language. Our commercial partners will provide us with the necessary language data, and annotated data and models for written Norwegian will be developed and made available.